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1. Call to Order 

The meeting was called to order by Co-chairman D’Andrea at 0810 h.   
 

2. Introduction of those Present 

Each of the attendees introduced him/herself.  See Attachment 1 for list of attendees.  
 

3. Approval of Agenda 

Following a motion by Bushberg that was seconded by Adair, the preliminary agenda was 
approved without modification.  See Attachment 2 for Agenda.  
 

4. Approval of the Minutes of December 13-14, 2002 Meeting 

Following a motion by Adair that was seconded by Hammer, the minutes of the December 2002 
meeting were approved with the following modification: change “failed” to “withdrawn” (motion 
4). 
 

5. Secretary's Report 

Petersen explained that he would present a detailed report at the ICES parent committee meeting 
on Sunday.  He pointed out, however, that IEEE policy now requires the use of SI units in all 
standards and suggested replacing units such as mW/cm2 with W/m2 where appropriate in the 
next draft.   
 

6. Chairman's Report 

Chou presented the chairman’s report.  He noted that there were 26 attendees at the April 2002 7th 
Revision Working Group (RWG) meeting held at the NEMA facility in Rosslyn, VA.  He noted 
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that three motions passed and one failed (see RWG Minutes) and a number of action items were 
assigned (see Attachment 3), which he would go over later in the meeting.  He also provided an 
update on the status of the “white papers” that were submitted for publication in the special issue 
of Bioelectromagnetics (see Attachment 4).  He briefly reviewed the NRPB “EMF Consultation” 
draft noting that NRPB is also reviewing the issue of 10 W/kg as an adequate value for the peak 
spatial-average SAR – an issue raised by Tofani at earlier SC4 meetings.  Chou then reviewed a 
letter David Fichtenberg sent to Judy Gorman, Managing Director IEEE Standards (see 
Attachment 5).  Chou pointed out that the issues raised by Fichtenberg will be addressed at 
today’s meeting and at the 8th RWG meeting in September.   
 

7. SCC28 EXCOM Report 

Adair presented the ExCom report.  She pointed out that this has been a record year for ICES 
with four standards approved by the SASB.  In addition, the draft recommended practice on RF 
safety programs (C95.7) is almost ready for subcommittee ballot, the SC5 statement on the use of 
cell phones in gasoline stations has been completed, reviewed by IEEE and is ready to be 
submitted for publication, perhaps as a COMAR statement, and the response to the Kasevich 
opinion piece (IEEE Spectrum, August 2003) was published in December.  In fact, four letters 
were published under the heading “Radiation Misinformation’ (referring to statements in the 
Kasevich article.   

Adair announced that Thanh Dovan and Phillip Chadwick agreed to co-chair SC3.  The 
membership Committee Chairman, Tom McManus, has been very active in identifying 
candidates for ICES membership.  He has interacted with a number of scientists at the COST 281 
meeting and at other meetings.  Adair pointed out that the ICES ExCom has been meeting on 
average every three months, including by teleconference.  She also reported that Angela Ortiz, the 
former IEEE Standards Department staff liaison to ICES who is now on maternity leave, has been 
replaced by Bill Ash.  She added that Ash appears to be very motivated and anxious to get on 
with the project of including SCC34 under the ICES umbrella and with setting up a fundraising 
program.  Ash arranged for a slot on the SASB June meeting agenda for a presentation on the 
future of ICES – Petersen gave the presentation.  Adair noted that C95.6 (safety levels, 0 – 3 kHz) 
was appealed.  The appeals were heard at the December 2002 SASB meeting and a decision was 
rendered in January – the appeals were denied.  She also noted that SC3 has established an 
interpretation working group.  In closing, Adair reported that ExCom agreed that any response to 
the NRPB Consultation draft would be done by individual members of ICES – not by SC4 or by 
ExCom. 
 

8. Risk Assessment Working Group Report 

Tell presented the slide shown in Attachment 6.  He pointed out that although the Risk 
Assessment Working Group has not met face-to-face since the Quebec meeting last year, there 
have been a number of informal discussions that led to a consensus on the observations presented 
in Attachment 6.  Fichtenberg asked if his issues were going to be discussed now – Tell said they 
would be discussed later.  Fichtenberg argued that the last item in the attachment has to be 
discussed now.  He also said that he disagrees with the second bullet (lack of evidence) and that 
too has to be addressed.  Osepchuk said that he agrees with the third bullet – there never will be 
rational science-based support for a lower tier.  The lower tier can only be justified by increasing 
the margin of safety.  He said that this is an arbitrary judgment and is not science based.  He 
noted that the reason for two tiers in the microwave region is in response to concerns of the 
public.  The higher tier already has an adequate margin of safety.  He used an analogy of 
instructing some one to stay 50 ft from the edge of a cliff instead of 10 ft.  The farther distance is 
not safer – the decision merely is an arbitrary value judgment.   
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Anderson pointed out that there is no evidence of harm from heating under conditions of whole-
body exposure at the upper tier MPEs.  He said that information as to when/where injuries occur 
is needed but he thinks a rationale for a lower tier could be developed in a manner similar to the 
rationale in SC3.  He said that the benefit of following a process similar to SC3 would be that 
proper risk benefit analyses could be carried out, i.e., a relative risk assessment. 

Johnston said that she disagrees with Osepchuk and agrees with Anderson.  Meltz said that he 
was not certain whether margin of safety should even be mentioned.  Perhaps a distribution of 
behavioral effect results across species and frequency could be used as a basis for developing a 
lower tier.  Fichtenberg agreed with Meltz.  He said that the environment and sensitive subgroups 
of the population have to be taken into account, e.g., 4 W/kg may not be a true threshold and 
some individuals may be injured at that level.   
 

9. Mechanism Working Group Report 

Sheppard presented the Mechanisms Working Group (MWG) report.  He explained that there has 
been no activity since the last meeting where ultra-wideband (UWB) was discussed.  He raised 
the question of how mechanisms issues can be integrated into the standard.  D’Andrea explained 
that that was what the MWG was supposed to have done, i.e., be proactive and raise issues that 
have to be addressed.  Sheppard explained that he thought that the MWG was formed to react to 
issues raised by others.  Kiel asked about mechanisms that one would expect, other than heating, 
that could affect the revision.  He pointed out that unless other important mechanisms are 
identified it is not possible to assess their impact.  Fichtenberg referred to papers by Adey that 
discuss free-radical production; D’Andrea asked Fichtenberg to present those data directly to the 
MWG.  Lang pointed out that there is no convincing evidence that mechanisms other than heating 
have been established that occur at levels below the current basic restrictions or could be related 
to health.  He suggested that the MWG address that issue.  Murphy said that he understood that 
the MWG was to draft a section of the normative annexes addressing mechanisms issues and how 
they were or were not used in developing the revision.  If the issue of mechanisms cannot be 
integrated into the standard, a statement stating why should be included.  Fichtenberg questioned 
the charge of the MWG and recommended that they go beyond direct effects, e.g., indirect effects 
that could lead to injury, such as changes in reaction time, should be included.   

ACTION ITEM 1 

Sheppard and Fichtenberg will review the mechanism issue and address how “mechanisms” 
should be integrated into the revision – specifically, what is the next step? 
 

10. Harmonization with ICNIRP 

Petersen reported that other than agreeing to adopt the ICNIRP peak spatial-average SAR values 
there has been no further activity regarding harmonization.  Fichtenberg asked why we were 
adopting the ICNIRP values since the limits should be science based and not just copied.  
Petersen pointed out that the rationale for the ICNIRP peak spatial-average SAR values is more 
solid than that of the 1991 IEEE values but the issue is still open. 
 

11. Literature Evaluation Working Group Reports 

a) Literature Surveillance 

In Heynick’s absence, Chou read the Literature Surveillance WG report (see Attachment 
7).  Bodemann noted that WHO is interested in obtaining all of the papers on the ICES 
citation list.   
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b) Engineering 

Blick reported that approximately 1740 requests for review have been sent and about 
1400 responses have been received.  Over 700 papers have now been reviewed by two 
reviewers.   

c) In Vitro  

Meltz reported that because of his heavy workload he has been trying to find a 
replacement chairman for his working group.  Although there has not been any recent 
activity he said that he now has a window of time to affect completion of the reviews.   

d) In Vivo 

Blick reported that no new requests have been sent since the last meeting and no new key 
papers have been presented for review. 

e) Epidemiology 

Chou reported that the chairman of the Epidemiology Working Group, Col. Russcio, has 
been extremely busy with other matters and has not had time to devote to the literature 
evaluations.  A number of papers have already been reviewed when Gorsuch chaired the 
working group and before that when Erdreich was chairman.  He pointed out that a white 
paper covering the relevant epi papers was drafted by Elwood.   
 

12. Review of Action Items from 7th RWG Meeting 

Chou reviewed the status of the action items from the April RWG meeting (see Attachment 3).  
The following action items arose from discussions relating to the review of the April action items: 

ACTION ITEM 2 

Regarding Action Item 14 of April 03 RWG meeting, i.e., “Develop a summary chart(s) 
summarizing range of frequencies, SARs, number of acceptable papers, animal species, 
etc.,” Meltz will provide material to Tell. 

ACTION ITEM 3 

Meltz to send Petersen edited Draft D1.4. 

ACTION ITEM 4 

Regarding Action Item 15, “White Paper authors review Annex B, ensure that the 
summaries are correct, concise and are consistent with the rest of the annex,” Meltz will 
send his review to Chou and D’Andrea. 

There was considerable discussion about Action Item 16 (averaging time discontinuity at 
100 kHz).  Reilly discussed the issue and suggested the following solution that is based on 
electrostimulation: 

 s  220 fTavg = 49910 .f. ≤≤  MHz 

 =1800  s  499.f <  MHz 

Tell pointed out that would be okay for the lower tier but the averaging time for the upper tier at 
the low frequency end is 6 min.  Osepchuk pointed out that there are other issues that have to be 
considered, e.g., averaging fields versus power, and recommended the issue of averaging time 
ramps at the low frequency end should be given more thought. 
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ACTION ITEM 5 

Leonowich, Osepchuk, Tell and Varanelli will contact Reilly to address issues relating to 
averaging time between low frequency and high frequencies (0.2 s versus 6 and 30 min). 

Regarding Action Item 17 from the April RWG meeting, Tell raised the issue of an inconsistency 
between the induced current limits and the induced current density.  Specifically, since the 
induced current density limit is related to the induced current limit by the conductive cross-
section areas of the wrists and ankles, the two values could conflict unless the cross section areas 
are well defined.  This conflict appears to be the case in the 1991 standard.  Tell suggested 
deleting the current density limits unless appropriate conductive cross section areas can be 
defined for the wrists and ankles.  Reilly suggested that it might be more appropriate to consider 
the induced E-field because there would be less variation and dependence on cross section area.  
Gandhi recalled sending more recent information on the cross section areas of the wrists and 
ankles which may resolve the issue.  He said that it is difficult to determine the correct cross 
section areas because the induced current does not flow uniformly across these areas.  

ACTION ITEM 6 

Petersen will contact Gandhi regarding conductive cross-section of wrists and ankles. 
 

13. C95.1-200x Normative Section Discussions 

a) Scope and Purpose (Clause 1) 

Tell began by discussing the scope and purpose.  Fichtenberg pointed out that terms such 
as “health,” “adverse,” safety,” “indirect effects,” etc. are not used consistently.  He 
suggested that someone carefully edit the draft to ensure consistency and address the 
issue of indirect effects relating to safety.   

ACTION ITEM 7 

Anderson, Fichtenberg, Leonowich, Meltz and Osepchuk will revise the scope (if 
necessary) to address issue of secondary effects relating to safety. 

b) Definitions (Clause 3) 

Fichtenberg pointed out that the group addressing Action Item 7 may develop additional 
definitions or changes to the present definitions, e.g., the definition of adverse effects to 
include indirect effects.  Adair pointed out that a definition of “projected area” is needed.  
Fichtenberg called for a discussion on the definition of “margin of safety” and “’safety 
factor” – this discussion was deferred until later in the meeting.   

ACTION ITEM 8 

Adair will define “projected area.” 

ACTION ITEM 9 

Meltz and Osepchuk will review/resolve definitions of “margin of safety,” “safety 
factor,” and “margin of uncertainty.” 

Fichtenberg pointed out the need to ensure consistent use of the term “uncontrolled 
environment” throughout the document.  Lotz said that he was troubled by the definition 
controlled environment, specifically the phrase “as a concomitant of employment.”  
Curtis presented a possible solution (see Attachment 8).  Tell suggested changing 
“uncontrolled” to “general public” – Adair disagreed pointing out that it makes more 
sense to define the environment.  Varanelli supported Curtis’ definitions.  Tell said that 
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he agrees with the FCC’s use of both terms in the definitions, e.g., “controlled 
environment/occupational exposure,” but stress the area where exposure takes place.  
Curtis pointed out that the present definitions are inconsistent with ANSI Z136.1.  
Anderson supported Curtis’ definitions.  MacLean suggested changing “responsibilities” 
in the definition of RF safety program to “supervision,” “oversight” or “accountability.”  
Varanelli said that a new definition of “RF safety program” is needed.  Iskra pointed out 
that the incorporation of a definition of RF safety program into this standard may be 
problematic since the recommended practice for the elements of an RF safety program is 
still under development and could change.  He suggested citing C95.7 instead and leaving 
out the definition, e.g., for more information see C95.7-200X.  Bodemann was also 
opposed to incorporating the definition into the revision of C95.1.  Johnston cautioned 
that the term “safety” is used differently in the US than in Europe and its meaning has to 
be made absolutely clear.   

MOTION  

Tell moved to adopt the new definitions provided by Curtis. 

Adair seconded the motion.  

Discussion:  D’Andrea pointed out that considerable thought went into the definitions of 
controlled and uncontrolled environment in the 1991 standard and we should be careful 
about making arbitrary changes.  Lotz said that he was never satisfied with the 1991 
definitions and though that, perhaps “level 1” and “level 2” would have made more sense.  
Bodemann noted that the definition implies that assessment of both environments is 
necessary.  Reilly pointed out that the definitions in Draft 1.4, i.e., controlled 
environment and general public, were approved at the last meeting to be consistent with 
C95.6 and now we are going backwards.  There was general agreement that this issue 
should be examined carefully and the motion was withdrawn. 

MOTION 

Meltz moved to approve the revised definition of controlled/uncontrolled 
environments provided by Curtis as temporary working definitions. 

Lotz seconded the motion.  The question was called and the motion passed (14 for, 9 
opposed).   

ACTION ITEM 10 

Curtis and Petersen will resolve the issue of the inconsistent use of “controlled 
environment,” throughout the draft.  Ensure consistent use of new (Curtis) 
definition for controlled environment.   

ACTION ITEM 11 

Tell will develop a definition of RF safety program. 

ACTION ITEM 12 

Adair, Bodemann, Bushberg, Cleveland, Curtis, Hatfield, Lotz, Reilly and Varanelli 
will review the temporary working definition approved (Motion 2) of 
“controlled/uncontrolled” and revise if necessary.   

Meltz recommended including the following definition of “electromagnetic pulse” in 
Clause 3: A single electromagnetic signal (which can be repeated) with a measurable 
pulse width, rise time, and peak electric field strength (kV/m).  Petersen said that he 
would consider the recommendation. 
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Bassen said that he has problems with terms relating to the definition of spatial average, 
e.g., the averaging area.  Tell agreed adding that the definition needs to be augmented.  
The present definition derives in part from limiting the E-field induced current.  Bassen 
pointed out that the issue warrants serious consideration since the definition will be used 
in C95.3a (measurement and computation of fields below 100 kHz).   

ACTION ITEM 13 

Bassen, Gandhi, Kuster, Murphy, Reilly, Tell and Tofani will resolve the issue of 
spatial averaging to address low frequencies, millimeter-wave frequencies, and 
averaging area (20 cm2).  Tell will lead. 

Meltz raised the issue of penetration depth – it may have different meanings to different 
disciplines, e.g., in biological studies, it can be defined as the furthest depth below the 
surface of an exposed object to which a field can be determined by measurement or 
calculation.   

ACTION ITEM 14 

Petersen will review the definition of “penetration depth.”   

Murphy pointed out that the issue of partial-body exposure needs consideration, e.g., how 
much of the body is considered partial-body.  

ACTION ITEM 15 

Meltz, Murphy and Tell will review issue of “partial-body exposure.” 

Meltz pointed out that the terms “non-thermal level,” “thermal level,” “non-thermal 
fields,” “thermal fields,” “low-level fields,” and “low-level effects” are used consistently 
throughout the document.  : 

ACTION ITEM 16 

Anderson, Mason, Meltz, Sheppard and Ziskin will reexamine the following 
definitions and ensure their use is consistent throughout the draft: “non-thermal 
level,” “thermal level,” “non-thermal fields,” “thermal fields,” “low-level effects,” 
“low-level fields” 

Meltz recommended a careful review of the draft to ensure consistent use of the terms 
“chronic,” “acute,” “long term,” and “continuous” exposure. 

ACTION ITEM 17 

Meltz and Ziskin will reexamine the following definitions and ensure consistent use 
throughout draft: “chronic exposure,” long-term exposure,” “acute exposure,” 
continuous exposure,” and “short-term exposure.” 

Murphy suggested adding a definition of “peak electric field.” 

ACTION ITEM 18 

Petersen will add a definition of peak electric field. 

Fichtenberg questioned why behavioral disruption is used as the most sensitive biological 
end point rather that other more sensitive effects such as slowing down reaction time.  
Several people explained that the limits have to be based on established effects.  Studies 
claiming changes in reaction time have gone both ways – some show an increase while 
others show a decrease.  
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c) Recommendations (Clause 4) 

Revised peak spatial-average SAR.  Tofani addressed the issue of partial-body 
exposure and local SAR (peak spatial-average).  He pointed out that there appears to be 
no sound rationale for the values in C95.1 whereas the limits in the ICNIRP guidelines 
limit the local temperature to less than 1°C, with emphasis on the eye.  He said there may 
be problems with the ICNIRP values in that some published papers claim that the 
temperature in regions near the lens can approach 0.4°C corresponding to a local SAR of 
1 W/kg.  He referred to the May 2003 NRPB Consultation draft, specifically par. 571 on 
page 114, where the following is stated: 

“Studies of heating in the eye suggest that an SAR of 1 W/kg averaged over the 
eye, may lead to a temperature rise of 0.4°C in the region of the lens.  Since the 
baseline temperature of the lens does not generally exceed 36°C, that the 
temperature should not exceed 38°C implies that the SAR averaged over a 10 g 
mass of tissue should not exceed 5 W/kg.” 

Tofani pointed out that NRPB correlated the 10 W/kg in 10 g of tissue with a 1.6°C 
temperature rise in the brain.  The NRPB rationale is to limit T in the spinal cord and 
brain to 38°C, T in the neck and trunk, except the testes, to 39°C, and limbs to 40°C.  ΔT 
in the testes should be limited to < 1°C.  Based on a precautionary approach, this would 
limit the peak spatial-average SAR to 5 W/kg in any 10 g of tissue for occupational 
exposure and one-fifth of that value for the public, which would be similar to the values 
on C95.1-1991.  Bassen questioned how he could conclude that the two are similar 
without evidence provided by detailed studies.  Chou pointed out that the conclusion may 
apply at 900 MHz but other studies show that the values are different at other 
frequencies.  Tofani agreed to provide citations showing that 5 W/kg averaged over 10 g 
of tissue is results in approximately the same temperature increase as 8 W/kg averaged 
over 1 g of tissue.  Elder referred to several papers that compared results of analyses for 
the eye model.  These studies show that the early data that led to the NRPB conclusions 
were probably in error.  He recommended disregarding the early Hirata paper.  He also 
referred to animal data by Carpenter that compared live animal data with that from 
sacrificed animals.  The comparisons indicated that ΔT for sacrificed animals increased 
by up to 10°C, i.e., the eye has significant cooling in a live animal.  Kuster pointed out 
that worst-case modeling should be assessed.  Meltz and others pointed out that the 
threshold for lens opacities in rabbits is of the order of 130-140 W/kg.   

An ad hoc group was assigned the task of addressing the NRPB proposal, reviewing the 
relevant papers and determining whether or not the assumptions and results are valid.  
Adair pointed out that it would be difficult to relate the results to a ΔT above baseline 
because the baseline is not defined, i.e., the exposure can be related to Tabsolute but not to 
ΔT.  Meltz agreed also pointing out that temperature increase depends on the tissue.   

ACTION ITEM 19 

Tofani will provide citations that show the equivalence of exposures resulting in 
peak spatial-average SARs of 5 W/kg per 10 g of tissue and 8 W/kg per 1 g of tissue. 

ACTION ITEM 20 

Chou, Elder, Kuster and Tofani will review the supporting material that led to the 
revised NRPB peak spatial-average SAR value and provide a conclusion regarding 
its validity.   
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ACTION ITEM 21 

Kuster, Mason, Swicord and Tofani will relate exposure to SAR to temperature 
based on the results of Action Item 19. 

Revised MPEs.  Cleveland reviewed proposals for a revision of the 1991 MPEs and 
averaging times.  He reviewed Tables 7 and 8 in Draft 1.4 pointing out that the changes 
incorporated into these tables provide a wider margin of safety at frequencies between 1.5 
and 6 GHz, compared with the 1991 values.  Specifically, the factor of 5 between the 
MPEs for exposures in controlled environments and MPEs for the public is maintained 
up to 6 GHz in the proposal adopted last December (see Attachment 9).  He noted the 
break points in the figure and explained that it will be difficult for instrument 
manufacturers to build conformal probes that could match the multi-step MPEs and 
recommended the smooth curve shown in Attachment 10 instead.  Varanelli pointed out 
that whether or not instrument manufacturers can build suitable probes is irrelevant – the 
MPEs should reflect the science.  Hatfield and Tell disagreed with Varanelli pointing out 
that the standard should be such that it can be implemented.  Cohen agreed with Tell and 
Hatfield pointing out that the use of conformal probes is almost a necessity these days for 
verifying compliance.  He noted that the smooth curve is slightly more conservative and 
felt that both curves could be justified by the science.  Leonowich supported the smooth 
transition pointing out that the steps in MPEs in the current draft are probably 
meaningless anyway compared with measurement accuracy.  Cleveland also briefly 
presented revised averaging times (Attachments 11 and 12).  

Varanelli said that he was concerned about moving curves around to satisfy the 
instrument manufacturers.  Adair asked why one ramp (Attachment 10) is being brought 
up faster and why is this better than the 1991 MPEs?  Cleveland explained that this 
relates back to the federal agencies recommending that the FCC adopt the NCRP 
recommendations rather than IEEE C95.1-1991 because of the added margin of safety at 
the higher frequencies.  He said that they still have a concern about maintaining a factor 
of five between the MPEs for exposures in controlled areas those for the public, at least 
up to 6 GHz, i.e., over the band of frequencies where most public exposures occur.  In 
response to a question from Murphy regarding 6 GHz as a break point, Cleveland 
explained that 6 GHz is the frequency above which SAR no longer dominates, but 3 GHz 
would probably be adequate.  Bodemann pointed out that we have to be extremely careful 
about having a clear, sound rationale for making any changes to the 1991 MPEs.  Brecher 
said she was concerned that the safety factor between the two MPEs in the new proposal 
(Attachment 10) changes with frequency, apparently without justification.  Chou 
explained that any changes to the 1991 standard have to be justified – the committee must 
supply the justification.  Cleveland explained that the rationale for the change was 
explained several meetings ago.  Chou referred to the rationale for whole-body resonance 
in C95.1-1991 and to Motion 3 of the April 2003 RWG meeting that passed unanimously, 
and Action Item 5 of the same meeting, i.e.,  

“Revise Option 3 as appropriate for frequencies above 400 MHz, incorporate 
Option 1 below 400 MHz, including averaging time, and provide rationale,” 

and pointed out that Draft 1.4 addresses the motion and action item.  

Bodemann presented a composite overlay of the ICNIRP, C95.1 and other MPEs and 
urged that the rationale for any ramps be sound, e.g., such as the ramps developed by 
Reilly for the low frequencies.   
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MOTION  

Curtis moved to accept the smooth ramp (Attachment 10) proposed by Cleveland 
(300 MHz to 30 GHz) 

The motion, which was seconded by Ziskin, failed (13 for, 13 against, 10 abstentions).   

The discussion about ramps, whole-body resonance, etc., continued.  In response to a 
question from Adair, Cleveland explained that the upper tier of the proposal follows the 
“Gandhi gully.”  Fichtenberg asked for an explanation of why the curve keeps increasing 
above a few GHz when the whole-body averaged SAR remains rather flat, according to 
the RF Dosimetry Handbook.  Chou explained that the rationale for the increasing MPEs 
above the SAR region will be explained in the revision.   

MOTION 

Adair moved to retain the 1991 MPEs above 300 MHz.  

The motion, which was seconded by Blick passed (15 for, 10 against).   

Fichtenberg pointed out that any curve where the MPE increases with frequency above a 
few GHz ignores the science that indicates the MPE should remain flat. 

14. C95.1-200x Informative Section Discussions  

a) Annex A (approach to standard revision) 

Varanelli and Sheppard reviewed Annex A.  Changes in the previous draft were mainly 
editorial to improve the flow.  Input from Heynick was incorporated into the Draft 1.4.  
Fichtenberg said that he was still concerned about the motion to retain the 1991 limits.  
Varanelli asked him to send him specific comments on Annex A and he will consider 
them for the next draft.  Chou pointed out that all comments should be sent to him (Chou) 
and he will be sure that they are forwarded to the appropriate working group chair.   

b) Annex B (selecting an adverse effect – summary of the literature evaluation results) 
Swicord explained that Annex B contains the summary of the literature.  He said that 
some were concerned about the format of the references, i.e., accession numbers rather 
than author names.  Sheppard suggested incorporating all of the citations into a database 
and linking the names and accession numbers so that one or the other can be removed 
automatically.  Adair recommended reversing the order of the subclauses to be consistent 
with the earlier listing.  Gibney suggested combining references by subclause – Chou said 
that that might not simplify things since a number of papers are cited in more than one 
subclause.  Meltz asked about a literature cutoff date – Swicord replied that papers can 
still be added.  Meltz also said that the papers in Annex B should be consistent with the 
evaluations, for those that have been evaluated.  Fichtenberg suggested including the 
evaluation scores, or at least some general critique, e.g., “good paper - accepted,” “poor 
paper - not accepted.”   

c) Annex C (explanation of maximum permissible exposure limits) 

Lang reviewed the outline of Annex C (see Attachment 13) and asked if there is anything 
missing.  Fichtenberg suggested that more discussion is needed on the subject of 
dosimetry.  Lang then focused on those subclauses that still need a lot of input (see 
Attachment 14) and pointed out that C 5.2 is extremely important.  Anderson pleaded for 
inclusion of a clear, rigorous, transparent explanation of the risk assessment process that 
lead to the safety factors and margins of safety.  Kuster pointed out that a year ago he 
recommended including an uncertainty analyses, e.g., the uncertainty of the threshold 
data, dosimetry, etc.  Lang said that this has not yet been done.  Tell explained that he has 
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been trying to incorporate such an analysis.  He said that based on the data he had 
examined the overall uncertainty appears to be about 20%.  D’Andrea noted that studies 
reporting low thresholds, e.g., of the order of 5 mW/cm2, have not been replicated and it 
makes it very difficult to assess or relate the results to those of other studies.   

Chou encouraged each of the members to provide input that can be included in a revised 
draft for the September RWG meeting.  
 

15. Interpretations Working Group 

Hatfield reported that the Interpretations WG had not received any new requests since the request 
by LeBerge regarding an induced current issue.  In response to an additional request on the same 
issue, LeBerge was informed that the original interpretation still stands. 
 

16. Other Old Business 

Chou briefly reviewed the list of action items.  He then reminded the members of SC4 that if they 
have not already done so they should submit a short biography, less than 300 words, and a 
photograph for the website.  He said that he has received only 21 so far.  He also pointed out the 
need for improvements of the website, e.g., it should be made more user friendly, better 
organized, etc.  He asked for anyone with ideas or examples of good websites to send the 
information to Varanelli.   
 

17. New Business 

Fichtenberg raised the issue of a response to his three comments (see Attachment15).  It was 
pointed out that the third issue has already been addressed.  The following actions will address 
the first two issues. 

ACTION ITEM 22 

With regard to Fichtenberg’s comments, Mason and Sliney will address the issue of 
dosimetry and compatibility with ANSI Z136.1. 

ACTION ITEM 23 

With regard to Fichtenberg’s comments, Adair and Ziskin will address heat stress issues.   
 

18. Date and Place of Next Meeting 

a) 8th Revision Working Group meeting, September, 2003 

Chou announced that the 8th meeting of the RWG will be held at NEMA’s headquarters 
in Rosslyn, VA, September 25-26.   

Swicord mentioned that a meeting with a few members of SC4 and members of the 
federal Interagency RF Working Group (IAWG) is also being considered.  This would be 
an informational meeting to discuss the 14 issues raised by the IAWG in 1999 and solicit 
feedback regarding IAWG concerns and interests.  Bassen pointed out that any such 
meeting must be an open meeting.  Swicord agreed but pointed out that the format would 
somewhat depend on who initiates the meeting.  Cleveland said the issue of a meeting is 
still under discussion with the federal legal people.  Swicord said that the issue was 
brought up by the EPA; the only purpose of the meeting is to discuss SC4’s response to 
the 14 issues, i.e., how the issues are being addressed.  He added that many of the issues 
have already been addressed informally at SC4 and RWG meetings, but a formal 
response is being prepared.  Lotz agreed that many of the issues have been discussed at 
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SC4 and RWG meetings.  He said that the IAWG still needs to sort out specific issues 
relevant to specific agencies, but the IAWG is moving forward to initiate a meeting with 
representatives form SC4.   

b) Next SCC28-SC4 meeting 

The next series of ICES meetings will be held in San Antonio sometime during the first 
two weeks in December – the exact dates to be determined. 
 

19. Adjournment 

There being no further business, following a motion by Blick that was seconded by Bushberg, the 
meeting was adjourned at 1705 h.   
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Action Items 
 

 Action Item Assigned to: Due Status 
1.  Review mechanism issue and 

address how “mechanisms” will 
be integrated into the revision – 
specifically, what is the next step? 

Sheppard, 
Fichtenberg 

31 July  

2.  Provide material to Tell regarding 
Action Item 14 of April 03 RWG 
meeting, i.e., “Develop a 
summary chart(s) summarizing 
range of frequencies, SARs, 
number of acceptable papers, 
animal species, etc.” 

Meltz July 31  

3.  Send edited draft (1.4) to 
Petersen. 

Meltz June 30  

4.  Send review to Chou/D’Andrea 
(Action Item 15 of April 03 RWG 
Meeting), i.e, “White Paper 
authors review Annex B, ensure 
that the summaries are correct, 
concise and are consistent with 
the rest of the annex.” 

Meltz   

5.  Contact Reilly to address issues 
relating to averaging time 
between low frequency and high 
frequencies (0.2 s versus 6 and 
30 min) 

Leonowich, 
Osepchuk, Tell, 
Varanelli 

August 31  

6.  Contact Gandhi regarding 
conductive cross-section of wrists 
and ankles. 

Petersen July 31  

7.  Revise Scope (if necessary) to 
address issue of secondary 
effects relating to safety. 

Fichtenberg, Meltz, 
Anderson, Reilly, 
Leonowich, 
Osepchuk 

August 31  

8.  Define “projected area” Adair August 31  

9.  Review/resolve definitions of 
“margin of safety,” safety factor,” 
and “margin of uncertainty.” 

Osepchuk, Meltz August 31  

10.  Resolve inconsistent use of 
“controlled environment,” e.g., in 
Clause C and the use in Annex C.  
Ensure consistent use of new 
(Curtis) definition. 

Curtis, Petersen August 31  

11.  Provide definition of “RF safety 
program.” 

Tell August 31  
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 Action Item Assigned to: Due Status 
12.  Review temporary working 

definition approved (Motion 1) of 
“controlled/uncontrolled” and 
revise if necessary.   

Adair, Bodemann, 
Bushberg, Cleveland, 
Curtis, Hatfield, Lotz, 
Reilly, Varanelli 

July 31  

13.  Address definition of “spatial 
averaging” to address low 
frequencies and millimeter-wave 
frequencies.  Also address 
averaging area (20 cm2) 

Tell, Bassen, Gandhi, 
Kuster, Murphy, 
Reilly, Tofani 

July 31  

14.  Review definition of “penetration 
depth.”  (Penetration depth in 
what?) 

Petersen July 31  

15.  Review issue of “partial-body 
exposure.” 

Meltz, Murphy, Tell August 31  

16.  Reexamine the following 
definitions and ensure use is 
consistent throughout the draft: 
“non-thermal level,” “thermal 
level,” “non-thermal fields,” 
“thermal fields,” “low-level 
effects,” “low-level fields” 

Sheppard, Mason, 
Meltz, Ziskin, 
Anderson 

August 31  

17.  Reexamine the following 
definitions and ensure consistent 
use throughout draft: “chronic 
exposure,” long-term exposure,” 
“acute exposure,” continuous 
exposure,” and “short-term 
exposure.” 

Meltz, Ziskin August 31  

18.  Add definition “peak electric field” Petersen August 31  

19.  Provide citations that show that 
similar exposures produce 5 W/kg 
per 10 g and 8 W/kg per 1 g 
(equivalence). 

Tofani July 31  

20.  Review supporting material that 
led to the revised NRPB peak 
spatial-average SAR value and 
provide a conclusion regarding its 
validity.   

Chou, Elder, Kuster, 
Tofani 

August 31  

21.  Relate exposure to SAR to T from 
results of AI 19. 

Kuster, Mason, 
Swicord, Tofani 

August 31  

22.  With regard to Fichtenberg’s 
comments, address the issue of 
dosimetry and compliance with 
ANSI Z136.1. 

Mason, Sliney August 31  

23.  With regard to Fichtenberg’s 
comments, address the issue of 
heat stress. 

Adair, Ziskin   
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Motions 
 

 Motion Moved/Second Approve/Disapprove/
 Abstain 

1.  Moved to adopt the new 
definitions provided by Curtis. 

Tell/Adair Withdrawn 

2.  Move to approve the revised 
definition of 
controlled/uncontrolled 
environments provided by Curtis 
as temporary working definitions. 

 

Meltz/Lotz 

 

14/9/0 

3.  Move to accept smooth ramp 
(Attachment XX) proposed by 
Cleveland (300 MHz to 30 GHz) 

 

Curtis/Ziskin 

 

13/13/10 

4.  Move to retain MPEs in 1991 Std 
for frequencies above 300 MHz. 

 

Adair/Blick 

 

15/10 
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  ATTACHMENT 1 
 

List of Attendees 
 

ICES SC-4 Meeting 
Outrigger Wailea Resort Hotel 

& Conference Center 
Wailea, Maui, HI 

 
June 22, 2003 
0800 – 1700 h 

 
 

 Last  Name First Name Affiliation Country Status E-mail 

1.  Adair Eleanor Independent Consultant US M eadair@comcast.com 

2.  Anderson Vitas TVNZ AU M vitas@ieee.org 

3.  Bassen Howard FDA/CDRH US O hib@cdrh.fda.gov 

4.  Bellier Pascale Health Canada CA M pascale_bellier@hc-sc.gc.ca 

5.  Blick Dennis AFRL/HEDR (Veridian) US M dennis.blick@brooks.af.mil 

6.  Bodemann Ralf Siemens AG DE M ralf.bodemann@siemens.com 

7.  Brecher Aviva US Dept Transportation US M brecher@volpe.dot.gov 

 Bushberg Jerrold Univ of CA-Davis US M jbushberg@ucdavis.edu 

8.  Chikamoto Kazuhiko JANUS JP O chika@janus.co.jp 

9.  Chou C.K. Motorola, Inc. US M ck.chou@motorola.com 

10.  Cleveland Robert FCC US M rclevela@fcc.gov 

11.  Cobb Brenda USAF/ARRL US O brenda.cobb@brooks.af.mil 

12.  Cohen Jules Independent Consultant US M jcohen@denny.com 
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  ATTACHMENT 1 
 

 Last  Name First Name Affiliation Country Status E-mail 

13.  Cox Duane US Navy-NHRC US O duane.cox@brooks.af.mil 

14.  Curtis Robert US Dept of labor-OSHA US M curtis.bob@dol.gov 

15.  Cyr Howard US FDA US O hwc@cdrh.fda.gov 

16.  D'Andrea John Naval Health Res Ctr. US M john.dandrea@navy.brooks.af.mil 

17.  Dovan Thanh SPI Powernet AU M tdovan@spipowernet.com.au 

18.  Durrenberger Gregor ETH/IFH CH M gregor@ifh.ee.ethz.ch 

19.  Elder Joe Motorola US M joe.elder@motorola.com 

20.  Fichtenberg David State of WA Dept of Hlth US M davidficht@attbi.com 

21.  Gandhi Om University of Utah US M gandhi@ee.utah.edu 

22.  Gettman Ken NEMA US M ken_gettmen@nema.org 

23.  Glaser Marne Gen Public US O marne325@netzero.com 

24.  Hammer Wayne SPAWAR Systems Ctr.  US M wayne.hammer@navy.mil 

25.  Hatfield Jim Hatfield & Dawson US M hatfield@hatdaw.com 

26.  Hubbard Roy ESKOM/TSI ZA M roy.hubbard@eskom.co.za 

27.  Iskra Steve Telstra Corp AU O steve.iskra@team.telstra.com 

28.  Ivans Veronica Medtronic Inc US M veronica.ivans@medtronic.com 

29.  Johnston Sheila Independent Consultant US M sajohnston@btclick.com 

30.  Joyner Ken Motorola AU M ken.joyner@motorola.com 

31.  Kim Nam Chungbuk Nat’University Kr O namkim@cbucc.cnungbuk.ac.kr 

32.  Kuster Niels IT’IS CH O kuster@it is.ethz.ch 

33.  Lang Sakari Nokia Research FI M sakari.lang@nokia.com 

34.  Lathrop Janet Resource Strategies Inc US O jclathrop@fcgnetworks.net 
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  ATTACHMENT 1 
 

 Last  Name First Name Affiliation Country Status E-mail 

35.  Leonowich John RNW National Labs  US M john.leonowich@pnl.gov 

36.  Lotz Gergory NIOSH US M wlotz@cdc.gov 

37.  MacLean Kathy APPREL Labs CA O kathym@apprel.com 

38.  Mason Patrick USAF/AFRL/HEDR US M patrick.masom@brooks.af.mil 

39.  Maurer Stewart Ind Consultant US M maureremf@juno.com 

40.  Meltz Martin Univ of TX, Hlth Sci Ctr US M meltz@uthscsa.edu 

41.  Murphy Michael AFRL/HEDR US M michael.murphy@brooks.af.mil 

42.  Needy Robert Naval Surface Warfare Ctr. US M needyri@nswc.navy.mil 

43.  Oh Hak Tae RRL, Min of Inf & Comm KR O htoh@rrl.go.kr 

44.  Osepchuk John Full Spectrum Consulting US M j.m.osepchuk@ieee.org 

45.  Pakhomov Andrei McKesson Bio Services US M andrei.pakhomov@brooks.af.mil 

46.  Petersen Ronald Independent Consultant US M r.c.petersen@ieee.org 

47.  Reilly J. Patrick Metatec Associates US M jpreilly@ieee.org 

48.  Rogers Walt AFRL  US O walter.rogers@brooks.af.mil 

49.  Schulz Olaf Siemens, AC DE O schulz.olaf@siemens.com 

50.  Sheppard Asher Asher Sheppard Consult. US M ashersheppard@compuserve.com 

51.  Swicord Mays Motorola US M mays.swicord@motorola.com 

52.  Tell Richard Richard Tell Assoc. Inc. US M rtell@radhaz.com 

53.  Tofani Santi Ser. Di Fiscia Sanitaria IT M fisicasan@asl.ivrea.to.it 

54.  Toropainen Anssi Nokia Research Center FI O ansi.toropainen@nokia.com 

55.  Varanelli Arthur Raytheon Company US M a.g.varanelli@ieee.org 

56.  Wagenaar Femme-
Michelle 

PhoneVision International NL M mailher@heroffice.org 
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 Last  Name First Name Affiliation Country Status E-mail 

57.  Watanabe Soichi CRL, Min of Telecomm JP O wata.crl.go.jp 

58.  Ziriax John US Navy-NHRC US O john.ziriax@brooks.af.mil 

59.  Ziskin, MD Marvin Temple Univ. Med School US M ziskin@temple.edu 

60.  Zollman Peter Vodafone R&D UK O peter_zollman@vodafone.com 

M =Member 
O =Observer 
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ICES Subcommittee 4 

Safety Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Radio Frequency 
Electromagnetic Fields, 3 kHz to 300 GHz 

 
Outrigger Wailea Resort Hotel 

& Conference Center  
Wailea, Maui 

 
June 21, 2003 
0800 – 1700 h 

 

Preliminary Agenda 
 

 

1. Call to Order D'Andrea/Chou 

2. Introduction of those Present All 

3. Approval of Agenda D’Andrea/Chou 

4. Approval of the Minutes of December 13-14, 2002 Meeting D’Andrea/Chou 

5. Secretary's Report Petersen 

6. Chairman's Report D’Andrea/Chou 

7. SCC28 EXCOM Report Adair 

8. Risk Assessment Working Group Report Tell 

9. Mechanism Working Group Report Sheppard 

10. Harmonization with ICNIRP Petersen 

11. Literature Evaluation Working Group Reports 
a) Literature Surveillance Heynick 

b) Engineering Hurt 

c) In Vitro Meltz 

d) In Vivo Blick 

e) Epidemiology Ruscio 

12. C95.1-200x Normative Section Discussions Tell
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SC-4 Preliminary Agenda (Continued) 
 

13. C95.1-200x Informative Section Discussions  
a) Annex A (approach to standard revision) Swicord 

b) Annex B (selecting an adverse effect –  Sheppard 
c) (summary of the literature evaluation results) 

d) Annex C (explanation of maximum permissible exposure limits) Lang 

e) Annex H DeFrank 

14. Interpretations Working Group Hatfield 

15. Other Old Business 

16. New Business 

17. Date and Place of Next Meeting D’Andrea/Chou 
a) 8th Revision Working Group meeting, September, 2003      

(time and place to be decided) 

b) Next SCC28-SC4 meeting 

18. Adjournment 
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Action items from the April 2003 Revision Working Group Meeting 
 

 
 Action Item Assigned to: Due Date Status 
1.  Review BEMS special issue introductory 

article regarding process. 
Petersen 1 May closed 

2.  Ensure that all papers included in Annex 
B, that are pertinent to the revision 
process and have been published beyond 
the literature cutoff point of the 1991 Std, 
have gone through the review process. 

Swicord (lead), Blick 
plus all primary 
White Paper authors. 

31 October ongoing 

3.  Add the following definitions: 
 Non-thermal fields 
 Reference levels 
 General public/controlled 

environment 

Petersen 1 May closed 

4.  Work with Osepchuk to revise the 
following definitions: 
 safety factor 
 margin of safety 
 chronic exposure 
 long-term exposure 

Varanelli 1 May closed 

5.  Revise Option 3 as appropriate for 
frequencies above 400 MHz, incorporate 
Option 1 below 400 MHz, including 
averaging time, and provide rationale. 

Cleveland, Osepchuk, 
Sheppard and 
Swicord 

10 May closed 

6.  Review 4.2.4 and sections that follow 
regarding low frequency for accuracy, 
consistency and completeness.  

Reilly 10 May closed 

7.  Resolve issue of spatial averaging, i.e., 
field averaging below 100 kHz, averaging 
fields squared above, and provide 
rationale. 

Tell, Hatfield 10 May closed 
(20 cm2 

discussion) 

8.  Revise subclause 4.5 as appropriate. Cohen, Petersen, Tell 10 May closed 
9.  Review/revise Annex A (process), 

address issues of process including how 
important stand-alone non-replicated 
studies are handled, 
review/revise/recommend appropriate 
locations for hi-lighted sections, as 
necessary, review Annex B and Annex C 
to minimize redundancy and overlap with 
Annex A.  

 

Varanelli (lead), 
Adair, Erdreich, 
Heynick, Swicord  

10 May closed 
(comments 
invited) 

10.  Review/revise Annex B (literature 
review/summary), review Annex A and 
Annex C – minimize redundancy and 
overlap.   

Swicord (lead), 
Elder, Morrissey, 
Reilly, Lang, 
Varanelli, Adair 

10 May ongoing  
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 Action Item Assigned to: Due Date Status 
11.  Review/revise Annex C (rationale), 

review Annex A and Annex B – minimize 
redundancy and overlap.  Explain weight 
of evidence approach 

Lang (lead), Adair, 
Blick, Cleveland, 
Elder, Osepchuk, 
Sheppard, Swicord, 
Tell 

10 May ongoing 

12.  Generate statement/summary of low-
frequency rationale for Annex C, refer to 
C95.6 for details. 

Reilly 10 May closed 

13.  Set up FTP server on IEEE website for 
SC4 use. 

Varanelli 1 May Open 

14.  Develop a summary chart(s) summarizing 
range of frequencies, SARs, number of 
acceptable papers, animal species, etc.   

Tell (lead), Blick 31 August ongoing 

15.  White Paper authors review Annex B, 
ensure that the summaries are correct, 
concise and are consistent with the rest of 
the annex. 

White Paper authors, 
Annex B authors 

31 May ongoing 

16.  Ad hoc WG to investigate averaging time 
discontinuity at 100 kHz and recommend 
resolution to RWG. 

Reilly, Tell, Varanelli 10 May ongoing  

17.  Investigate induced current density in 
transition region, e.g., validity of f/35, 
(review Guy paper) and provide 
resolution/recommendation to RWG.  

Hurt/Tell 10 May ongoing 

18.  Revise C.5.7 and move to normative 
section – delete from Annex C. 

Tell 10 May closed 

19.  Contact Johnston for material pertaining 
to Luxembourg meeting on PP and 
distribute to ExCom  

Petersen 7 April closed 

20.  Set up teleconference for ExCom 
discussion on WHO PP statement and 
ICES or IEEE response. 

Adair, Varanelli 14 April ongoing 

21.  Insert definition for “product 
performance” standards – distinguish 
between this and C95.1. 

Petersen 10 May open 

22.  Add note to notes in 4.4 regarding when 
E and H have to be made. 

Petersen 10 May open 

23.  Check with D Sliney regarding ICNIRP 
rationale for 20 cm2 averaging area for 
frequencies > 6 GHz. 

DeFrank 10 May closed 

24.  Develop rationale for 20 cm2 averaging 
area in 4.4 d) 

Dennis/Murphy/ 
Cleveland 

10 May open 
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Status of White Papers 
 
At the publisher: 
 
1. Elder: Ocular Effects of Radiofrequency Energy 
2. Heynick and Merritt: Radiofrequency fields and teratogenesis 
3. Adair, Black: Thermoregulatory responses to RF energy absorption 
4. Elwood: Epidemiological studies of radiofrequency exposures and human 

cancer. 
5. Osepchuk, Petersen: Historical Review of RF Exposure Standards and the 

International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety (ICES) 
6. Elder, Chou: Auditory response to pulsed radiofrequency energy 
7. Heynick, Johnston, mason: radio frequency electromagnetic fields: cancer, 

mutagenesis, and genotoxicity 
8. Black, Heynick: RF effects on blood cells, cardiac, endocrine and 

immunological functions 
 
To be completed: 
 
1. Meltz: Radiofrequency radiation & biological effects in vitro studies with in 

vivo correlation 
2. Heynick, Merritt: Radiofrequency electromagnetic fields and calcium efflux 
3. D'Andrea, Adair, de Lorge: Behavioral and cognitive effects of microwave 

exposure 
4. D’Andrea, Chou, Johnston, Adair: Microwave effects on the nervous system 
5. Elder: Lifespan and cancer in laboratory mammals exposed to radiofrequency 

energy 
 
 
Editor’s remarks (Greenebaum) 
Introduction (Murphy) 
After remarks (Chou and D’Andrea) 
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Ms. Judith Gorman 
Secretary, IEEE-SA Standards Board 
445 Hoes Lane 
P.O. Box 1331 
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331 
 

Attached please find a letter with comments recommending changes for the revision of IEEE 
C95.1-1999.  This is sent per IEEE procedure for formally making recommendations for standard 
revision.  

These recommendations pertain to two related topics: 

1.  Reducing the environmental RF exposure limits in order to assure that 

the present internal RF limits are met. Documentation indicates that recent studies on RF 
absorption show that the present IEEE RF standard underestimates how much RF the body 
absorbs.  As a result, for some conditions the present standard allows RF environmental limits to 
be too high so that internal body RF absorption protection levels can be exceeded. 

2.  Changes needed so that IEEE C95.1 is compatible with the ANSI Z136.1-1993 

Safe Use of Laser standard.  The key points are that for IEEE C95.1 to be compatible with the 
Laser standard, the safety and control provisions of this ANSI standard or an appropriate 
modified version of it, needs to be part of IEEE C95.1.  Also, the exposure limit for the general 
public in this ANSI standard only applies to persons who voluntarily chose to come to a location 
where the laser radiation exposure may be present.  Accordingly, frequencies near that of the 
Laser standard, IEEE C95.1 needs to provide limits for persons who voluntarily chose to be 
exposed - these limits should be compatible with the ANSI Laser standard.   In addition, there 
needs to be a different and more stringent exposure limit for persons who may be involuntarily 
exposed, i.e in their homes and workplaces where work is unrelated to RF. 

Finally, I note that the ANSI Laser standard states in its Sec. 8 (paragraph 1) that, "Exposure 
levels at the MPE values given may be uncomfortable to view or feel upon the skin.  Thus, it is 
good practice to maintain exposure levels as far below the MPE values as is practicable."  To be 
properly compatible with the ANSI Laser standard the revised C95.1 needs to also include this 
statement or similar text. 

Thank you for receiving the above suggestions.  I may be sending in other suggestions for this 
standard, but on different topics. 

Respectfully, 

David Fichtenberg, IEEE Member # 41428127 
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Observations on Risk of RF Exposure 

• The only adverse biological effects in laboratory animal 
studies are related to heating. 

• No evidence of human injury or adverse effects caused by 
whole body average SARs of 0.4 W/kg or less or local 
SARs of 10 W/kg or less averaged over any 10 grams. 

• Current draft standard does not contain a 
straightforward and scientifically supported rationale for 
the lower tier of MPE limits. 

• The lack of a scientifically supported rationale for the 
lower exposure tier precludes any ability to perform 
meaningful risk assessments.  
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Literature Surveillance Working group Report 
CK and John--- 
Since I won't be at the SC4 meeting in Maui, below is my brief report on the 
activities of the Literature Surveillance Working Group (LSWG). Let me 
know if any additional information is needed. 
 
In consonance with the approximate 2002 year-end cutoff date for new 
citations and the issuance of the master citation lists of 1835 citations by 
acession number (ACC29.doc) and by first author (AUT29.doc) plus their 
partitions, the work of the LSWG for the current cyclical review for SC4 is 
essentially done. However, with a view toward the next cyclical review, Joe 
Morrissey has already begun a new list of citations and tentatively assigned 
them accession numbers, starting with AN 1850 rather than 1836 to leave 
room for possible additions to the current list (which did not occur). If Joe is 
planning to be at the meetings in Maui, he may wish to elaborate.  
 
Presumably, ICES and SC4 will be initiating the next cyclical review at the 
appropriate time. When this occurs, I hope to be able to participate. I do 
expect to attend the next meeting of the SC4 Revision WG in Washington 
DC. 
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Temporary Definitions 
 

Adopted 6-21-2003 for Current Working Draft  
 
Controlled Environment   
An area where the occupancy and activity of those within is subject to 
control and accountability as established by an RF Safety Program for 
the purpose of protection from radiation hazards.  The RF Safety 
Program assures persons are not exposed in excess of the “Controlled 
Environment” MPEs. 
 
RF Safety Program:  RF Safety Programs assure that persons are not 
exposed in excess of the MPE’s.  Programs typically include RF 
awareness training, incident response, periodic evaluation of program 
effectiveness, and assigned responsibilities for implementing the 
Program (For more information see C95.7-200X). 
 
Uncontrolled Environments :  Any area other than a Controlled 
Environment.  Exposures to persons occupying these areas can not 
exceed the “Uncontrolled MPE’s” independent of the actions of the 
occupants.  
 
Considerations: 

• There is concern that the title “Uncontrolled” may be perceived 
as “out-of-control”.  It is suggested that we consider titles which 
are not potentially inflammatory, or even descriptive, such as: 

o Category A vs. B environments,  
o Potentially High vs. Low Exposure Environments. 
o Controlled vs. Open Environments 
o Controlled vs. Generally Accessible (e.g., Public) 

Environments 
o RF Program Controlled Environments vs. Other 

Environments 
o Rf Program Controlled Environments vs.   Non-RF 

Program Environments 
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Annex C (Lang*) 
 
(Informative) 
 
Rationale 

 
Note:  Where appropriate, the following sections should address the stated considerations according to 
general frequency bands (TBD) (e.g., 3 kHz to 1 MHz, 1 MHz to 3 GHz, 3 GHz to 300 GHz, or whatever 
other bands are appropriate relative to concerns over currents, whole-body average SAR, surface SAR or 
organ-specific SAR issues). 
C.1 Introduction 
A. Similarities 

B. Differences: (Cohen) 
 

C.2 Recommended adverse effect levels  
 

C.2.1 Induced and contact current 
 

C.2. 2 Spark discharge 

 

C.2.3 Specific absorption rate 
 

C.2.3.1 Levels at which increased temperature causes adverse effects (Adair) 
C.2.3.1.1 Whole body exposure (Adair)  
C.2.3.1.2 Partial body exposure (Adair)  
C.2.3.1.3 Sensitive tissues and organs (Adair)  
C.2.3.1.4 Localized current density (????) 
 
C.2.3.2 Relevance of information from classical heat stress studies 
C2.3.2.1 Levels at which health or a physiological function are adversely affected. (Adair)  
C.2.3.2.1.1 Elevated body temperature 
C.2.3.2.1.2. Metabolic acidosis 
C2.3.2.1.3 Hypoxia 
C.2.3.2.2 Additional factors in heat stroke 
C2.3.2.2.1 Endotoxin involvement 
C.2.3.2.2.1 Effects on Evoked Potentials 
 
C.2.3.3 Levels at which behavior is adversely affected.  (D’Andrea) 
2.3.4 Levels associated with uncomfortable or painful sensations  
2.3.4.1 Thermal stimulation (Blick)-new  
C.2.3.4.2 Electrical stimulation 

[NOTE: I DON’T HAVE THE DATA ON THRESHOLDS FOR NEUROSTIMULATION AT 
LOW FREQUENCIES.  PERHAPS PAT REILLY COULD PROVIDE A PARAGRAPH ON 
THRESHOLDS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO THE MPE - DB] 
C.2.3.4.3 Levels at which other effects are adverse ( D’Andrea) 
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C.3 Relationship of adverse effect levels to dosimetric quantities measured in the laboratory 
2.3.1Relationships among current density, total current, and contact area, (Reilly)  
C.3.1.1Relationship of behavioral response to SAR, (John D’Andrea)  
C.3.1.2 Relationship of health or a physiological function to SAR,  
C.3.1.3 Relationship of temperature increase to SAR, (Adair, Joe Elder)  
 
C.3.2 Relationship of sensory effects to power density, SAR or current ( Elder, Blick) 
 
C.3.3 Limitations related to knowledge of dosimetric quantities 
C.3.3.1 Near vs. far-field exposures and SAR (Tell, Anderson) 
C.3.3.2 Spatial considerations (peak vs. whole-body average values) (Tell, Hurt) 
C.3.3.3 Tissue averaging mass considerations  (Sheppard, Swicord, Balzano) 
. 

C.4 Averaging time (Osepchuk, Cleveland,  Swicord,) 
 

C.5 Derivation of MPE values  
C.5.1 Recognition of whole-body resonance 
 

C.5.2 Safety factors and uncertainty factors (Osepchuk, Lang, Anderson) 

C.5.2.1 Safety factor 

C.5.2.1.1 Frequencies between 100 kHz and 300 GHz   

C.5.2.1.2 Frequencies between 3 kHz and 100 kHz 
C5.2.2 Uncertainty parameters 
C.5.2.3 Conclusions 
 
C.5.3 Non-uniform  exposure fields (Sheppard, Swicord, Lang, Tell, Cohen) 
C.5.3.1 Partial-body exposure 
 

C.5.3.2 Localized re-radiated fields  
 

C.5.4 Time-variant exposures 

C.5.4.1 Current 

C.5.4.2 Current density 

C 5.4.3 SAR 

C.5.4.4 Electric field strength 

C.5.4.5 Magnetic field strength 

C.5.4.6 Pulse energy content 

C.5.4.7 Electromagnetic flux density (power density) 
C.5.4.8 Environmental exposure assessment considerations  
 
 
C.5.5 Special considerations 
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C.5.4.1 Adverse environmental conditions (Adair) 
C.5.4.2 High work loads (Adair) 
C.5.4.3 Presence of medical devices or metallic implants ( Anderson, Ziskin) -new 
C.5.4.4 Influences of medications (Ziskin) 
 

C.5.5.5 Pregnancy and children issues (Elder, Sheppard, Adair) 
 
Rationale, Basic Restrictions in the frequency range 3 – 100 kHz. (Covered in C3?- delete?) 
?)[SEE SECT. 5.2.  SOMEONE WILL HAVE TO DECIDE WHERE TO PUT THIS] 
 
C.5.?? Exposure to environmental electric fields, person not in reach of grounded objects. 
(Covered in C3? – delete?) 
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Annex C- Rationale - discussion topics 
 

 “Research on the effects of chronic exposure and speculations on the 
biological significance of low-level (non-thermal) interactions have not 
resulted in any meaningful basis change of the adverse effect level”. 
 Only thermal interactions established at higher RF frequencies 

 C.2.3.1 Levels at which increased temperature causes adverse effects 
(Adair) 
 Up-to-date, qualified human lab data (Adair et al) 
 Summarized data on temperature sensitivity of various tissues 

(Dewhirst et al) 
 Hazard threshold of  4 W/kg based on (animal) behavioral disruption 

data (D’Andrea et al ,DeLorge et al)   
 how much heat (generated by RF) can humans/various tissues 
tolerate? 

 C.3.3.3 Tissue averaging mass considerations 
(Sheppard,Swicord,Balzano) 
 Averaging mass 1g ->10g, local SAR 1.6 W/kg -> 2 W/kg 

(harmonization with ICNIRP) 
 New data (in press) on RF energy absorption/heat dissipation in small 

biological structures (e.g Foster, Prohofsky) 
 Qualified data on local SAR/temperature increase in human head (e.g. 

Lagendijk et al)   
 what is appropriate averaging mass? 

 5.2 Safety factors and uncertainty factors (Osepchuk, Anderson, Lang) 
 Scientifically valid and transparent explanations necessary 

 Are the proposed safety factors too conservative? 
 Should safety factors include “sociopolitical aspects”?  

 

? YOUR FEEDBACK IS NEEDED! 
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David Fichtenberg comments: 
 
1. Dosimetry and ANSI Laser compatibility 
2. Four heat stress issues 
3. Definitions for controlled/uncontrolled 

environments 
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